A gauge invariant flow equation is derived by applying a Wilsonian momentum cut-off to gauge invariant field variables. The construction makes use of the geometrical effective action for gauge theories in the Vilkovisky-DeWitt framework. The approach leads to modified Nielsen identities that pose non-trivial constraints on consistent truncations. We also evaluate the relation of the present approach to gauge fixed formulations as well as discussing possible applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the past decade the Exact Renormalisation Group [1] in its modern formulation [2] has lead to an impressive body of results within scalar, fermionic as well as gauge theories, for reviews see e.g. [3, 4] . For the scale dependent effective action Γ k it takes the simple form
where R(p 2 ) introduces an infra-red regularisation to the theory with the infra-red cut-off scale k and t = ln k. The trace in (1) denotes a sum over momenta and internal indices. Effectively, the momentum integration in (1) only received contributions from an R-dependent momentum shell about p 2 = k 2 . This is responsible for the remarkable numerical stability of (1) . Furthermore, a global optimisation procedure exists [5] , applicable to general truncations. This optimisation hinges on the fact that the regulator R in (1) can be varied freely. The above properties are at the root of reliability when using the flow equation within some truncation to the full problem at hand.
In gauge theories, progress has been hampered by the intricacies of implementing the underlying gauge symmetry in the presence of a momentum cut-off. The key ingredient in (1) is the full propagator, that is φ(x)φ(y) 1PI . In a gauge fixed formulation this object is not gauge invariant. Hence the flow (1) breaks the gauge symmetry. The additional technical difficulties are most clearly seen in a BRST formulation. A purely algebraic constraint, the master equation, is turned into a one loop equation similar to the flow equation, the modified Slavnov-Taylor identities [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] . The loop term is proportional to R φ(x)φ(y) 1PI . The solution of these identities within suitable truncations poses a considerable challenge.
Hence, quite some work has been devoted to gauge invariant formulations of Wilsonian flows [3, 6, 12] which also allow for practical computations. In particular the background field approach to Wilsonian flows [6, 13] offers simplifications. The latter is of interest for the present formalism which is a natural extension of the background field approach. We expect that computational techniques and methods are similar. In the background field approach the field is split into a sum of a background configuration and a dynamical fluctuation field. This allows for the definition of a gauge invariant, though gauge dependent, effective action. Here gauge invariance is only an auxiliary symmetry and the flow equation for the gauge invariant effective action is not closed [14, 15] . The dynamical fluctuation still carries the standard BRST symmetry which is modified in the presence of a cut-off [13, 16, 17, 18] . The formalism allows for gauge invariant truncations at the expense of loosing direct access to the modified Slavnov-Taylor identities. Despite these deficiencies first applications of the formalism to pure QCD [6, 13, 16, 19, 20, 21] as well as quantum gravity [22] are rather promising. Still, for convincingly treating the question of predictive power and for quantitative statements one has to employ more elaborated truncations. For gauge invariant truncations, it is the gauge dependence of physical results which signals their failure. The gauge dependence of the effective action is encoded in the Nielsen identities [23] providing a benchmark test.
The geometrical approach was pioneered by Vilkovisky and DeWitt [24, 25] . The crucial observation is that the standard definition of the effective action even fails to maintain reparametrisation invariance (of the fields in configuration space) present in the classical action. This problem is resolved by coupling geodesic normal fields to the current instead of the original fields. Differences of these fields have a geometrical meaning in contradistinction to differences of the original fields. In gauge theories the dynamical geodesic normal fields are gauge invariant leading to a gauge invariant and gauge independent effective action, for a brief review see [26] . As the propagator of the dynamical geodesic normal fields also is a gauge invariant object, the problem of gauge invariance in (1) is resolved. This interesting observation has been recently put forward in [27] for the sharp cut-off case.
Here we present a derivation of a gauge invariant flow equation with general regulators for the geometrical effective action. Gauge invariance and gauge independence is proven from the flow equation. The latter statement is misleading as the construction depends on a background field serving as the base point for the construction of geodesic normal fields. This dependence is encoded in the Nielsen identities, see e.g. [26, 28] . Modified Nielsen identities in the presence of the cut-off are derived and their consequences are evaluated. It turns out that these identities pose a non-trivial consistency constraint on truncation schemes. They are closely related to those posed by the standard modified Slavnov-Taylor identities in a gauge fixed formulation. In the view of these results we evaluate the limitations of the approach in comparison to other formulations and outline possible practical applications. For technicalities in both, the flow equation approach and the Vilkovisky-DeWitt formalism, we have to refer the reader to the literature. A self-contained introduction would go far beyond the scope of this work, which is meant to present the key ideas, the main technical steps as well as the important results and their interpretation.
II. GEOMETRY
We use the formulation of the geometrical effective action as presented in [29, 30] . Here we quote the results relevant to us and essentially stick to the notation of [29, 31] . For simplicity we only consider the configuration space Φ of non-Abelian gauge fields ϕ i in flat space-time; the present results straightforwardly generalise to curved space-time and gravity. With DeWitt's condensed notation the index i = (x, µ, α) labels space-time x, Lorentz µ, and gauge group G indices α. The gauge group is generated by vector fields Q α with Lie algebra
Here c
, in a less condensed notation. f δ αβ are the structure constants of the non-Abelian group G. The components of the vector Q α in the coordinates specified by {ϕ i } are just Q i α = Q α ϕ i , the standard covariant derivatives with gauge field ϕ. Physics takes place in the space Φ/G. The group invariant metric γ on Φ is given by the ultra-local extension of the group invariant metric on G. Its components in the chart
In case of a non-Abelian gauge group this extension is unique and flat:
, where γ αβ is the Cartan-Killing metric of G. The horizontal projection Π on Φ/G is defined by its components
where the indices refer to the coordinates ϕ i and ω α j is
The connection 1-form ω α maps vertical vectors to the Lie algebra:
Hence Π is just the projection onto (ϕ-) transversal modes: Q i α Π i j = 0, for ϕ = 0 it is the projection on transversal momentum modes.
The geometrical effective action hinges on a splitting of the degrees of freedom according to the projection Π. The Vilkovisky connection Γ V (on the frame bundle F Φ) relates to a maximal disentanglement of the base space F (Φ/G) and the gauge fibres. Indeed it is the pull-back of the Riemannian connection Γ g where g is the restriction of Π · γ · Π on Φ/G.
In (5) Γ γ is the Riemannian connection on F Φ and subscripts ·l denote covariant derivatives based on Γ γ . The parenthesis in the subscripts indicate a symmetrisation of the indices embraced implying that Γ V i jk = Γ V i kj , the connection is torsion free. The properties and consequences of Γ V are concisely discussed in [29] .
The splitting of the degrees of freedom is achieved by introducing geodesic normal fields bases on Γ V . First we choose a base point ϕ * in Φ. A gauge field ϕ is described by the coordinates of the tangent vector on the geodesic λ(s) based on Γ V :
with λ(s * ) = ϕ * and λ(s) = ϕ and s is an affine parameter of the geodesic λ. 
The semicolon denotes a covariant derivative based on the Vilkovisky connection Γ V . Eq. (7) implies that
where
,a 1 ···a n+m [φ 1 , φ 2 ] denotes the nth (covariant) derivative w.r.t. φ 1 and the mth (covariant) derivative w.r.t. φ 2 of a general functional A. Henceforth we shall drop the superscript whenever it is redundant. It also can be shown that
In the present case the metric γ is flat leading to Γ γ = 0 and hence
With the help of (7) and (9) one finally arrives at
that is, A[ϕ] solely depends on the horizontally projected geodesic normal coordinates Π * φ as expected.
III. FLOW EQUATION
The classical Yang-Mills action only depends on the gauge invariant fields
The effective action can be defined within a path integral only over the variables (Π * φ) A = φ A with Q α φ A = 0. It owes gauge invariance to the fact that its fields are scalars under gauge transformations. It is gauge independent as no gauge is involved. However, the fields φ A are of formal use only so we introduce gauge fixing terms as a technical tool at an intermediate level. It simply allows us to extend the path integral to the full set of geodesic normal fields φ a instead of Π * φ. The resulting effective action is still gauge invariant and gauge independent. For gauges linear in the field φ the gauge fixing term reads
where the gauge fixing operator P could depend on the base point ϕ * , but not necessarily. With minor modifications, the construction below also applies to more general gauge fixings
The action S gf in (11) simply provides a Gaußian factor for the integration over the gauge degrees of freedom P α a [ϕ * ]φ a . Moreover, one can always diagonalise such that
Thus we only have to consider gauge fixing terms (11) with the property (12). Finally we introduce a momentum cut-off to the theory by adding the term ∆S k to the classical action with
The regulator depends on an infra-red scale k and supposedly regularises the infra-red behaviour of the theory. We also allow for a dependence on the base point ϕ * but not on φ.
For small momenta R should serve as a mass for the field φ, whereas it should decay for large momenta, rendering the ultra-violet regime unaltered. With (11) and (13) we are led to the effective action Γ k :
The subscript ren indicates that (14) is defined as discussed in [14] , i.e. the renormalisation of the path integral is done such that the cut-off term ∆S k carries the only k-dependence. The measure µ[ϕ * , φ] entails the correct boundary conditions of the path integral and ensures reparametrisation invariance of the measure
The φ α where only introduced as auxiliary variables and the measure factorises: µ = µ φ A µ φ α . For gravity and Yang-Mills theories we can identify
where γ[ϕ * , φ] is the determinant of the metric γ ab . The general case is more involved [31] . The term J[ϕ * , φ] is related to the Fadeev-Popov determinant
and
It follows from the definition (14) that the effective action Γ k does not depend onφ α and is the standard geometrical effective action for k = 0. This is most easily seen within the following specific choice of vertical geodesic fields: [26] . Then the determinant of the metric decomposes into
using
αβ , see (4) . Theφ α -independence already ensures invariance of Γ k under gauge transformations ofφ as they only affectφ α . General regulators mix the propagation of φ A and φ α . Even though this does not spoil gauge invariance it spoils the disentanglement of φ A and φ α . Still, the fields can be disentangled by appropriate gauge transformations. As the φ α are only auxiliary variables these problems can be avoided by only regularising the propagation of φ A :
in components: R αβ =0. This naturally goes along with (12) . We shall discuss later how general regulators reduce to this case. Taking the derivative of (14) w.r.t. the logarithmic infra-red scale t = ln k we arrive at the flow equatioṅ
whereḞ = ∂ t F and the full propagator G is given by
is the second derivative w.r.t.φ as introduced below (8) . The one loop form of (19) originates in the fact that the cut-off term (13) is only quadratic in φ (R is φ-independent). Higher powers in φ inevitably lead to higher loop terms in (19) [15] spoiling its numerical and conceptual simplicity. We emphasise that (19) is valid for general R[ϕ * ], not only for those satisfying (18) .
IV. GAUGE INVARIANCE
The flow equation (19) with the effective action Γ Λ [ϕ * ,φ] at some initial scale Λ serves as a non-perturbative definition of the path integral (14) . General properties of the theory can be accessed via the flow equation and Γ Λ in a well-defined setting, as (19) is both infra-red safe and ultra-violet finite. In particular one can study how the symmetries of the theory evolve with the flow. Accordingly, it should be possible to prove gauge invariance and gauge independence of Γ k solely from (19) by assuming its validity for Γ Λ . We shall see that the effective action is invariant under the transformations
The first equation in (21b) follows from the properties of Γ V , see e.g. [24, 32, 33] . The transformation (21a) relates to the quantum gauge transformations in the background field formalism. It implies a gauge transformation ofφ = ϕ[ϕ * ,φ] at fixed ϕ * . The transformation (21b) relates to the background gauge transformation. It implies a gauge transformation of ϕ * at fixedφ. As Q a α can be expanded in Q
Only (22b) imposes a constraint on Γ k . Eq. (22a) just comprises the fact that the effective action solely depends on Π * φ. We proceed with the proof that the effective action Γ k [ϕ * ,φ] satisfies (22) and is gauge independent for all k, if Γ Λ [ϕ * ,φ] = 0 has these properties. This starting point is guaranteed for the classical action (for R → ∞), or alternatively for the full effective action Γ 0 (for R → 0), even though in the latter case is rather a presupposition [40] :
(i) Invariance under gauge transformations ofφ
. Hence the right hand side of the flow equation is gauge invariant leading to Q α ∂ t Γ k | k=Λ = 0. By recursion it follows that Q α Γ k = 0 for all scales k, i.e. (22a). The above argument is only based on the flow equation and is valid for general R, not only those satisfying (18) .
Λ,i = 0 and with (18) it follows that G, R,Ṙ are blockdiagonal at k = Λ. In components this reads G αA = G Aα = 0 and R αA = R Aα = R αβ = 0. The gauge variation Q i * αΓk,i is given by
Eq. (23) (18), the effective action Γ k is independent of the gauge fixing P φ if it is gauge invariant (22a). Assume it is valid at some scale Λ. We consider variations δ P of P in the class of gauge fixings (12) . Applied to the flow equation (19) this leads to
with P (GṘG) = (GṘG)P = 0 following from (12), (18) . We also used that (22a) implies that P Γ
We close this section with discussing important consequences and implications of (i)-(iii):
The cut-off term supposedly regularises the propagation of momentum modes. According to (24) the related momenta (squared) P 2 have to be covariant under gauge transformations of ϕ * as Q * α P 2 AB = 0. This entails that regulators satisfying (24) depend on ϕ * . In contradistinction to the geometrical effective action at k = 0 the properties (i) and (iii) do not entail (ii). The former only need (18) whereas for the latter (24) is required. Naturally the question arises whether the constraint (24) can be relaxed. To that end consider the regulators satisfying
which in general have non-vanishing components R αβ = 0. We get invariance under (22) and gauge independence forΓ k , whereΓ
Then it follows with (23) that Q * αΓk = 0. The effective actionΓ k is a shift of Γ k with a ϕ * -dependent constant and simply expresses the fact that R αβ can be interpreted as an additional gauge fixing. Hence, effectively we are still dealing with (24) .
This consideration extends to general R: since φ α only appears quadratically in (14) we always can diagonalise. Schematically the corresponding effective regulator R eff is
In general effective regulators R eff neither satisfy (24) nor (26) . Still they satisfy (18) . Consequently we only have lost invariance under gauge transformations of ϕ * (22b). We emphasise that the effective regulator R eff is ϕ * -dependent even if the original regulator R is not. Also, the effective gauge fixing follows as below (26) . Even though all these generalisations can be reduced to (18) the more general form proves useful in applications.
In general gauge independence (iii) cannot be proven if gauges more general than (12) are considered. This can be mapped to the case of more general regulators considered above. As discussed there that general regulators relate to a modification of the gauge fixing. We emphasise that by removing the φ α from the theory all these subtleties disappear. The reason to keep them is that they permit representations of the flow that facilitate practical applications as well as general considerations.
The findings above also allow us to device a gauge invariant effective action and its flow in terms of standard gauge fieldsφ = ϕ[ϕ * ,φ]. We simply rewrite the effective action Γ k in terms ofφ:
. Invariance ofΓ k under gauge transformations of ϕ follows from invariance of Γ k . The flow equation (19) is a self-contained flow forΓ k as ∂ tΓk = ∂ t Γ k . The two-point function Γ (0,2) k on the right hand side of (19) can be rewritten in terms of derivatives w.r.t.φ as
In (28) we have used that φ[ϕ * ,φ] is a scalar in the second variable (see e.g. [29, 30] ). For practical applications within truncation schemes one has to bear in mind thatΓ k is not the generating functional of 1PI Green functions ofφ. It is equivalent to Γ k which generates 1PI Green functions ofφ, see e.g. [28] .
We close with the remark that the sharp cut-off flow of [27] is obtained by the following procedure: take the sharp cut-off limit for R in (19) , use (15) and (28) . For the remaining notational differences, see e.g. [34] . If invariance under gauge transformations of ϕ * should be maintained (ii), R has to satisfy (24) . The sharp cut-off limit has to be taken with respect to gauge invariant momenta squared. It implies that R and the sharp cut-off depend on ϕ * as it cannot depend onφ. This stays true for general regulators as the corresponding effective regulators (27) are ϕ * -dependent.
V. MODIFIED NIELSEN IDENTITIES
The above analysis makes it clear that the construction is not unique: Γ k [ϕ * ,φ] depends on the choice of the base point ϕ * , see also [27] . We have traded gauge dependence and modified Slavnov-Taylor identities for base point dependence. Indeed, the latter should be interpreted as a gauge fixing. Γ k is the generating functional for 1PI Greens functions of Π * φ. The propagating degrees of freedom obey the Landau-DeWitt gauge Q a * α (Π * φ) a = 0 which originates in the construction of geodesic normal fields with the Vilkovisky connection. This is also reflected in the fact that the Vilkovisky-DeWitt effective action
is the standard background field effective action in the Landau-DeWitt gauge, see e.g. [33] .
Still it seems as if we have completely overcome the problem of solving modified SlavnovTaylor identities. The flow (19) comprises the successive gauge invariant integration of momentum fluctuations in Π * φ orφ respectively. Moreover, it is accessible for practical computations: one chooses a gauge invariant truncation of the effective action and computes the flow of the scale dependent vertices of Π * φ for fixed ϕ * = ϕ 0 , e.g. ϕ 0 = 0 or any other choice that is convenient.
However, the effective action Γ k [ϕ * ,φ] only seemingly depends on two independent fields. It turns out that it depends on a combination of these fields as derivatives w.r.t. the propagating fieldφ at fixed ϕ * are related to derivatives w.r.t. ϕ * at fixedφ. Part of the latter reflects the base-point dependence of the construction constituting a gauge dependence in the present formalism. The corresponding relations are Nielsen identities, see e.g. [26, 28] . For the full effective action Γ = Γ 0 they read
Using ( (14) (at k = 0). This is most easily seen when rewriting the path integral in terms of an integration over ϕ.
The gauge group structure is encoded in the dependence of φ on the base point ϕ * and ϕ. The difference ( φ a ;i −φ a ;i ) carries the information how the classical realisation of the gauge symmetry is deformed within the quantisation. This fact is best seen inΓ k : without quantum deformation of the gauge symmetry we hadΓ (1, 0) ,i = 0 as for the classical action, that is no base point dependence. In the presence of the cut-off term the Nielsen identities receive additional contributions. These terms can be inferred from the path integral (14) as ∆S k,i . They can be also derived in the spirit of the proofs of (i), (ii), (iii) in the previous section. This derivation is only based on the validity of (30) for the full effective action [35] without relying on the path integral representation (14) . For regulators satisfying (18) we arrive at
Eq. (31) can be rewritten in terms ofΓ
by using (28). For vanishing cut-off (31) reduces to (30) .
In the previous section we have learned that general regulators can be mapped to those satisfying (18) . Invariance under transformations of ϕ * , (22b), is lost. Instead we arrive at modified Slavnov-Taylor identities for Γ k which follows from (31) and (22a):
In (32) we have also used that Q (32) is similar to the background field identities in the usual background field formalism [17] . The structure is identical to that in the background field approach to axial gauges [13] . In both cases the breaking of (22b) is solely due to the regulator. The t-derivative of (32) leads to (23) . This is shown by using the flow equation (19) forΓ Eq. (31) relates derivatives of the effective action and the expectation value φ ;i . Its flow is given by
Eq. (33) encodes the information how the non-trivial symmetry structure of the theory at hand evolves with k. Since φ ;i is not 1PI, it is a non-trivial check whether the flow (19) of a truncated effective action Γ k stays a solution of (31) if (31) is satisfied at some initial scale Λ. The flow can be computed as
Thus an approximation satisfying (31) at some initial scale Λ does so for all k. Eq. (34) has the same structure as the flow of modified Slavnov-Taylor identities [9, 10, 13, 17] which are 1PI identities. [ϕ * , φ]. As long as the regulator does not introduce singularities, the flow is regular. Hence, regulators R should be sufficiently smooth functions of ϕ * [41] . We conclude that the situation here is comparable with the fine tuning due to the modified Slavnov-Taylor identities in the gauge fixed approach.
VI. APPLICATIONS
We illustrate the non-trivial content of the above constraints and the non-local nature of the variablesφ,φ within a simple example. To begin with, we reproduce the standard one loop effective action, see also [27] . To that end we use as input at the initial scale
see (17) . In (35) we have used the fact that the redundant fields φ α are not regularised, see (18) . The related integration is trivial and removes the Fadeev-Popov determinant J (16). Within the one loop approximation the only t-dependence on the right hand side of the flow (19) is the explicit one in R. We are led to
At k = 0, Λ → ∞ this result coincides with the one loop geometrical effective action. For φ = 0 this expression agrees with the effective action obtained within the background field formalism in the Landau-DeWitt gauge for vanishing fluctuation field. Recursively one can show with (19) that these relations remain formally valid at higher loops.
The effective action in the Landau-DeWitt gauge satisfies Slavnov-Taylor identities whose non-trivial information is also encoded in the Nielsen identities (31) in the geometrical approach. Let us apply a simple pathological truncation to the initial effective action (35) in which the consequences of singular solutions or even a breaking of (31) is evident. At the initial scale we choose
where Γ (0,n) Λ
[0,φ] ≡ 0 for n > 2 and F i is recursively determined by (31) in a Taylor expansion about ϕ * = 0. A priori it is not even clear whether such a procedure leads to an asymptotic series for Γ Λ [ϕ * ,φ]. Still (37) is, if it exists, gauge invariant (22) and gauge independent: the first term on the right hand side of (37) (29) . However, the trivial flow expresses the fact that we completely lost the structure of the underlying non-Abelian gauge symmetry genuinely leading to an interacting theory.
The above construction is impossible in a standard gauge fixed approach as it violates the modified Slavnov-Taylor identities: a kinetic term for the propagating fields always leads to dynamics. By its nature, BRST symmetry is local and the modification in the presence of the cut-off can be seen as a perturbation. In the geometrical approach the apparent symmetry is trivialised at the cost of non-localities [42] . The non-trivial structure is still present and is carried by (31) . The Taylor coefficients in the second term on the right hand side of (37), recursively computed with (31) contain infra-red singularities at all scales k, including k = 0. We have emphasised in the beginning that it is not even clear whether Γ k [ϕ * ,φ] exists at all for the present truncation. As we have no closed form for φ a ;i it is difficult to decide. However, (37) with Γ (0,n) Λ [0,φ] ≡ 0 cannot satisfy the 'classical' Nielsen identitieŝ Γ (1, 0) [ϕ * ,φ] = 0. Hence, there is at least no solution of (31) with the form (37) for the effective action which admits a perturbative expansion in orders of the coupling. Certainly, with this pathological example we have artificially pushed the formalism beyond its limits, but it pinpoints the relevance of fine-tuning infra-red regularity with (31) as discussed in the previous section.
On the basis of the above findings we discuss possible applications of the approach as well as the relation of specific truncations to the standard approach with modified SlavnovTaylor identities. The regulator R should provide a momentum cut-off. According to (24) or (26) the corresponding momentum must be gauge covariant. Options are e.g.
and combinations thereof. The renormalisation group properties of such regulators have been discussed in [14] .
For practical computations we have to commit ourselves to specific coordinates which in most cases will be given by ϕ i * orφ i . A straightforward choice in Yang-Mills theory is ϕ * = 0. At face value, the computation of Γ k [0,φ] truncated in finite powers ofφ is related to Landau gauge Yang-Mills, where, in first order, we have substituted the ghost operator ∂ µ D µ by D µ D µ (originating in G in (17) , see also (35)). Regularity computed from (31) puts a constraint on the momentum structure of the propagator ofφ. Only at higher powers of the field it also relates different vertices. It is in the spirit of a truncation in finite powers of the fields to consider the latter constraint as sub-leading. When naively ignoring the remaining differences we expect similar truncations to be relevant in Landau gauge Yang-Mills. The latter indeed admits successful truncations that relate the non-trivial momentum behaviour of propagators with Slavnov-Taylor identities, by neglecting those leading to non-trivial vertices, see e.g. [36] .
Given the subtleties concerning the physical content of truncations inφ andφ respectively it could be more promising to identify the base point with the mean field: ϕ * =φ, see also [27] . The choice of a physical mean fieldφ stabilises the flow. It justifies truncations in powers of the fields as only fluctuations about the physical mean should be important. This reduces the danger of missing relevant physical information within a truncation as well as that of caustics spoiling the construction [29, 30, 33] . For the same reason it softens the effects of solving truncated Nielsen identities (31). On the practical side, it allows for the application of heat kernel techniques which have already proven valuable within the standard background field approach. Such a procedure is close to using the Landau-DeWitt gauge in the background field formalism and similar truncations to the modified Slavnov-Taylor identities. This supports the gauge invariant truncation schemes used in the background field approach.
As discussed in the introduction, in the background field approach we do not have full access to the modified Slavnov-Taylor identities for gauge invariant truncations. In the geometrical approach we have full access to the symmetry constraints (31) and gauge invariance is guaranteed by the construction. This is the the real benefit of the present formalism. Still, (31) poses a considerable challenge even within a truncation. It contains a loop term related to the regulator and its ϕ * -derivatives as well as φ a ;i which cannot be presented in a closed form.
A promising practical strategy for an approximate solution of (31) is based on the flow equation (19) itself: given a sufficiently smooth regulator R, we consider truncations Γ k admitting a regular Γ (0,2) k [ϕ * ,φ]. For the sake of simplicity, let us consider a truncation relying on only a finite number of powers in ϕ * ,φ or ϕ * ,φ respectively and a fixed momentum behaviour of the vertices. This amounts to assuming
and demanding infra-red regular initial vertices
with fixed momentum dependence. As we have shown in section 4, even the most general regulator is effectively ϕ * -dependent and hence R (n,0) = 0 for at least some n, see (27) . Regularity of (39) guarantees a regular flow for Γ (n,m) k with n ≤ N 0 , m ≤ M 0 . Truncating also φ a ;i at a finite power in the fields leads to a closed expression of (31) . The relative coefficients of the initial vertices Γ (n,m) Λ are fixed by (31) which also depend on R (n,0) (p 1 , ..., p n ). The fact that R is up to our disposal (within the above mentioned restrictions) might be used to facilitate the above task. For example one could demand partial cancellation of Γ (n,m) k and R (n,0) terms. Another observation is that for a sharp cut-off R G = 0 and the last term in W k,i (31) vanishes. Note that this comes to the price of complicating the computation of G R ,i -contributions. The strategy described above can be quite generally applied to other truncation schemes. It guarantees that the Vilkovisky-DeWitt effective Γ k [φ] action (29) is infra-red regular during the flow. Physical observables are directly accessible via the vertices of Γ k [φ] . Results obtained in gauge theories and Euclidean quantum gravity will be published elsewhere.
The approach presented here is also of interest for the 2PI formalism [37] which has recently experienced renewed interest. It hinges on coupling an external source to the propagator G and performing a second Legendre transform. There is a close connection to the flow equation as the regulator R can be interpreted as such a source. Flow equations for 2PI fermionic systems have recently been studied in [38] . In gauge theories both formalisms have to fight similar problems as the propagator of the gauge field is not a gauge invariant object. These problems have been partially resolved within a background field approach to the 2PI effective action, see e.g. [39] , where on-shell gauge invariance has been proven. Still, as in the background field approach to flow equations, one deals with non-algebraic Slavnov-Taylor and Nielsen identities. It seems to be natural to apply the present ideas within the 2PI approach gaining off-shell gauge invariance, effectively reducing the theory to a scalar one. Then, even without regulator one deals with Nielsen identities similar to (31) [35] . As the regulator adds no further difficulty, one may as well use the flow equation on top of the 2PI formulation for its numerical merits.
VII. SUMMARY
We have derived a flow equation for the geometrical effective action. For the sake of simplicity we have restricted ourselves to non-Abelian gauge theories in flat space-time but flows for quantum gravity and Yang-Mills in curved space-time are straightforward extensions of the flow presented here.
The flow (19) is gauge invariant, gauge independent and allows for general cut-off functions. The latter is important for practical applications, where the optimisation of the flow relies on the possibility of freely varying the regulator. The present construction is genuinely non-local, both in momentum as well as in field space [42] . This makes the generality of the regulator even more desirable, as the cut-off has to be sufficiently smooth [41] . We expect that physically interesting truncation schemes include a non-trivial momentum behaviour for propagators and vertices. This must be reflected in the choice of an appropriate regulator.
It has been shown that gauge symmetry is realised rather non-trivially in the modified Nielsen identities (31), despite gauge invariance of the construction. These constraints are closely linked to the modified Slavnov-Taylor identities. Their solution guarantees the absence of pathological infra-red singularities. In given truncations they can be simplified by using the freedom in the regulator. In contradistinction to the background field approach we have full access to the symmetry constraints in gauge invariant truncations. This allows for a self-contained systematic approach. In comparison to general gauge fixed formulations we gain gauge invariance leading to a direct access to observables.
We have also discussed how practical computations can be put forward in the formalism as well as their relation to computations within the standard background field approach and those in Lorentz-Landau gauge. In short, the results here back-up the standard truncations already used in the gauge fixed approach as well as providing a new, promising avenue to go beyond. We also briefly outlined how to use the present ideas in a 2PI approach.
